PCS Core and Elective Courses offered in SPRING 2016
The following courses are available for the PCS Minor and PCS major track (courses 500 and above for the PCS Graduate Certificate; exceptions and other courses with permission of the PCS Advisor).
Contact Dr. Marike Janzen, mjanzen@ku.edu

PCS Core Courses

PCS 220 Introduction to Peace and Conflict Studies
  MWF 9:00-9:50 am, BA 202
  MWF 9:00-9:50 am, BA 202
  TR 2:30-3:45 pm, WES 4033
  TR 1:00-2:15 pm, MAL 2049

ENGL 318 Literature of Social Justice
  Marta Caminero-Santangelo, MW 3:00-4:15 pm, WES 4051

PCS 550/ EURS 550 Classics of Peace Literature
  Marike Janzen, TR 2:30-3:45 pm, WES 4067

PCS 556 Education for Peace and Non-violence
  Martha Rabbani, TR 1:00-2:15 pm, BA 315

PCS 650 Senior Seminar in Peace and Conflict Studies
  Martha Rabbani, TR 11:00-12:15 pm, BA 315

PCS 801 Peace and Conflict Studies: Texts and Methods
  Marike Janzen, TR 2:30-3:45 BA 301

PCS 850 Peace and Conflict Studies Research Seminar
  Martha Rabbani, TR 11:00-12:15 pm, BA 315

PCS Elective Courses

AAAS 306/ AMS 344 Black Experience in the U.S. Since Emancipation
  Randal Jelks, MW 3:00-4:15 pm, BA 110

AAAS 510/ AMS 534/ SOC 534 Global Ethnic and Racial Relations
  Joane Nagel, online course, Jan. 19-March 11

AAAS 520/ 723 Migration and Development in Africa
  Chikanda Abel, TR, 1:00-2:15 pm, LIN 225

AAAS 545 Unveiling the Veil
  Naima Boussofara, TR, 9:30-10:45 am, ST 337

AAAS 550 African Social and Political Economy
  Anthony Bolden, W 4:30-7:00 pm, BA 109
AAAS 565/ AMS 565/ WGSS 565 Gender, Culture, and Migration
Stacey Vanderhurst, W 4:00-7:00 pm, REGN 154 (Edwards Campus)

AAAS 723 Martin Luther King, Jr.
Randal Jelks, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, BL 212

AMS United States in a Global Context
Elizabeth Esch, MW 3:00-4:15 pm, WES 4040
Ray Pence, online course, Mar. 21-May 13

AMS 344 Race/ Gender/ Work Globalization
Kim Joo Ok, TR 9:30-10:45 am, WES 4040

AMS 344 Martin Luther King, Jr.
Randal Jelks, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, WES 4040

AMS 696 Latino/a Soldiers in Asia
Kim Joo Ok, TR 1:00-2:15 pm, WES 4040

AMS 998 Neoliberalism and Power
Ben Chappell, W 7:00-9:30 pm, WES 3001A

CEAS 500 Economic Issues in China
Guangjian Xu, TR 2:30-5:15 pm, ST 335

CLSX 375 Law and Ethics in Biblical Times
Eric Welch, MWF 9:00-9:50 am, WES 1001

COMS 450 Ethical Issues in Political Communication
Scott Harris, TR 11:00-12:15 pm, WES 4018

COMS 552 The Rhetoric of Women's Rights
Beth Innocenti, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, BA 3

COMS 560 Rhetoric, Violence, and Memory
Dave Tell, TR 2:30-3:45 pm, BA 105

ANTH 372 Religion, Power, and Sexuality in Arab Society
Majid Hannoum, TR 1:00-2:15 pm, FR 633

ANTH 465 Genocide and Ethnocide
Bartholomew Dean, TR 9:30-10:45 am, FR 124

ANTH 775/ SOC 780 Gendered Modernity and Development in East Asia
Kelly Chong and Akiko Takeyama, R 1:00-3:50 pm, BL 211

ANTH 775/ WGSS 701 Critical Socio-Legal Studies
Akiko Takeyama, F 3:30-6:00 pm, BL 329
ECON 582 Economic Development  
John Francois, MWF 9:00-9:50 AM, SNOW 321

ECON 586 Economic Issues in China  
Guangjian Xu, TR 2:30-5:15 pm, ST 335, Jan. 19-Mar. 10

ECON 587 Economic Development of Africa  
Malokele Nanivazo, MWF 1:00-1:50 pm, WES 4045

ECON 610 Research in Economics and Environmental Policy  
Dietrich Earnhart, TR 9:30-10:45 am, SNOW 452  
Paul Comolli, TR 11:00-12:15 pm, SNOW 452

ENGL 306 Global Environmental Literature  
Phillip Drake, TR 1:00-2:15 pm, WES 4023  
Jessica Weatherford, online course, Jan. 19-Mar. 11  
Jessica Weatherford, online course, Mar. 21-May 13

ENGL 340 Reading Race in American Literature  
Doreen Fowler, TR 11:00-12:15 pm, WES 4023

ENGL 777 Neo-Slave Narrative and Contemporary Fiction  
Maryemma Graham, W 7:00-9:30 pm, WES 3001A

GEOG 372 Geography—Environmental Policy  
Shannon O’Lear, Kelly Overstreet, Samuel Lobby, TR 9:30-10:45 am, LIN 317

GEOG 571 Geopolitics and Genocide  
Stephen Egbert, W 3:00-4:50 pm, LIN 210

GEOG 571 Environmental Geopolitics  
Shannon O’Lear, F 10:00-2:00 pm, Mar. 04-May 06, LIN 225

GIST 301 Introduction to Global and International Studies  
Brian Lagotte, TR 2:30-3:45 pm, WES 4067

GIST 503 Political Parties and Opposition in the Middle East  
Mike Wuthrich, T 6:10-9:00 pm, BA 202

GIST 624 Social Movements in the Middle East  
Mike Wuthrich, F 2:30-6:30 pm, Mar. 04-May 06, BL 114

GIST 702 Globalization  
Darlene Budd, T 6:30-9:15 pm, RC 100, Edwards Campus

GIST 750 Peace and Conflict in Eurasia/Africa  
Robert Baumann, W 7:10-10:00 pm, REGN 154, Edwards Campus

JWSH 343/ HIST 343 The Holocaust in History  
Frances Sternberg, T 2:30-5:00 pm, FR 119
HIST 319 History of Women and Diversity in the US  
Kimberley Warren, M 7:00-9:30 pm, REGN 165, Edwards

HIST 334 The Great War: History of WWI  
Jennifer Weber, Nathaniel Wood, TR 1:00-2:15 pm, LIN 317

HIST 336 Ethics, Ideas, and Nature  
Alex Boynton, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, SMI 108  
Alex Boynton, MW 3:00-4:15 pm, WES 4025

HIST 350 The Korean War  
Adrian Lewis MW 9:30-10:45 am, WES 4002

HIST 351 American Indian and White Relations to 1865  
Devon Mihesuah, online course

HIST 358 The Vietnam War  
Adrian Lewis, MW 12:30-1:45 pm, DHDC 2094

HIST 390 Slavery from a Slave's Point of View  
David Roediger, TR 1:00-2:15 pm, MAL 1003

HIST 399 The Samurai  
Eric Rath, TR 9:30-10:45 am, STFL 100

HIST 410 The American Revolution  
Adrian Finucane, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, SUM 427

HIST 412 Civil War in America, 1828-1877  
Jennifer Weber, TR 11:00-12:15 pm, WES 4002

HIST 510 Wealth, Inequality, Poverty  
Sheyda Jahanbani, T 11:00-1:30 pm, WES 3134

HIST 557 Nationalism and Communism in Eastern and Central Europe, 1772-Present  
Nathaniel Wood, TR 9:30-10:45 am, WES 4067

HIST 630 United States and the World, 1890-2003  
Sheyda Jahanbani, TR 2:30-3:45 pm, WES 4002

HIST 696 Immigrants, Refugees, and Diasporas  
Erik Scott, R 1:00-3:30 pm, WES 3659

HIST 696 American Slavery, American Freedom  
Robert Gamble, T 10:00-12:30 pm, WES 3659

HWC 505 Europe Today  
Dale Urie, W 3:00-5:30 pm, BA 301

POL 501 Contemporary Political Thought  
Brittnee Carter, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, BL 211
POL 562/ WGSS 562 Women and Politics
Christina Bejarano, TR 9:30-10:45 am, BL 114

POL 604/ REL 604 Religion and Political Theory
Samuel Brody, TR 1:00-2:15 pm, SMI 206

POL 609 Capitalism and Morality
Paul Schumaker, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, BL 114

POL 611 Constitutional Law: Civil Liberties
Carolyn Johnson, MWF 10:00-10:50 am, BL 114

POL 644 Justice and Public Policy in a Democratic Society
Gary Reich, MW 2:00-3:15 pm, BL 209

POL 661 Politics of the Middle East
Gail Buttorff, MW 11:00-1:30 pm, BL 207, Jan. 19-Mar. 11

POL 667/ SOC 640 Islam and Politics
Gail Buttorff, TR 2:30-5:00 pm, BL 114, Jan. 19-Mar. 11

POL 670 United States Foreign Policy
MW 12:30-1:45 pm, BL 109

POL 673 International Organizations
Alan Arwine, TR 1:00-2:15 pm, BL 114

REL 373/ HIST 373 Supreme Court and Religious Issues
TR 2:30-3:45 pm, SMI 206

REL 377 Religious Ethics and Moral Decisions
Jacquelene Brinton, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, SMI 208

SOC 342, Sociology of Immigration
Teresa Menjivar, MW 11:00-12:15 pm, FR 117

SOC 385/ EVRN 385 Environmental Sociology
Paul Stock, MW 11:00---12:15 pm, FR 107
James Ordner, TR 2:30--3:45 pm, FR 111

SOC 450 Gender and Society
Lisa-Marie Wright, R 7:00-9:00 pm, REGN 354, Edwards Campus

SOC 529 Globalization
Eric Hanley, online course, Edwards and Lawrence Campus

SOC 600 Globalization and Environment
Robert Antonio, TR 9:30-10:45 am, FR 117
SOC 780 Globalization, Gender and Development
   Mehrangiz Najafizadeh, T 12:00-2:50 pm, FR 730

SOC 780 Surveillance and Social Control
   William Staples, T 3:00-5:30 pm, FR 730

SOC 780 Social Inequality
   Emily Rauscher, T 9:00-11:50 am, FR 730

WGSS 327 Perspectives on Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Issues
   Karinda Woodward, MWF 10:00-10:50 am, SMI 108
   Marilyn Ortega, MWF 11:00-11:50 am, BL 108

WGSS 333 Politics of Physical Appearance
   Mary Williams, MWF 1:00-1:50 pm, SMI 107
   Marcy Ouiason, MWF 9:00-9:50 am, SMI 107

WGSS 521 Women and Violence
   Charlene Muehlenhard, TR 11:00-12:15 pm, BL 207

WGSS 563 Gender, Sexuality and the Law
   Catherine Batza, online course, Mar. 21-May 13

WGSS 701 Black Feminist Theory
   Ayesha Hardison, T 4:00-6:50 pm, BL 329